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Penguin Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Meg Goes to Bed, Helen Nicoll,
Jan Pienkowski, The bestselling MEG and MOG stories have been casting a unique spell for more
than thirty-five years. They are perfect for sharing or reading alone and children love exploring the
colours, sounds and shapes. "Meg Goes to Bed" is the latest of the iconic MEG and MOG picture
books that continue to delight children up to the age of 3 with the brightly coloured and
spellbinding antics of Meg the witch, Mog her cat and Owl. Mog and Owl are hungry, so Meg makes a
spell. It goes wrong and they all go to bed without any supper, but Mog and Owl are still
hungry.Praise for "Meg Goes to Bed": "Bold and irresistible". ("Guardian"). "Dazzling, graphic
artwork and simple, quirky stories". ("Financial Times"). "Meg and Mog are the perfect couple".
("Times Literary Supplement"). Helen Nicoll and Jan Pienkowski have worked together for over
forty years, first at the BBC and then on the MEG and MOG books. Jan Pienkowski is a celebrated
author of children's books, he has won the Greenaway Medal twice for his illustration of Joan
Aiken's "The Kingdom Under the...
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Very helpful to all category of individuals. It is definitely simplified but surprises inside the 50 percent of your pdf. I am very happy to inform you that this is
actually the very best pdf i have read in my very own lifestyle and may be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Christelle Treutel-- Christelle Treutel

A whole new e book with a brand new point of view. I could possibly comprehended every thing using this written e book. Its been written in an extremely
simple way which is only soon after i finished reading through this ebook by which actually modified me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Marcia McDermott-- Marcia McDermott
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